
Freestanding dishwasher   
Delivery and disconnect / reconnect checklist

Y E S N O

Do you have all the necessary connections as depicted in  
the diagram overleaf? Requirements are: Power, Cold Water  
Tap, S-Trap with drilled out spigot.

Do you have a minimum 90mm diameter access hole in your  
cabinetry for the power cord and hoses to fit through?

Is the dishwasher to be installed within 1 metre of the sink? 
You may need to purchase extension hoses, for example:  
Unilux ULX106.

Will the dishwasher be connected to mains water supply?  
Some dishwashers will not operate on tank water due to  
low-pressure supply.

If there is a dishwasher currently installed, can it be easily removed?  
For example: Are the cupboards and hoses easily accessible?  
Is the unit tiled to the floor?

Are the dimensions of the replacement dishwasher the same as  
the old dishwasher? If there is insufficient clearance you may  
require modifications to your cabinetry.

Electrolux home delivery service includes disconnection and reconnection of  
your dishwasher to existing fittings. Electrolux will remove and dispose of your  
existing dishwasher and new product packaging if the delivery driver is notified  
prior to delivery. 

Electrolux dishwasher delivery and disconnect / reconnect service does not  
include any alterations or modifications to cabinetry, electrical or plumbing  
services including but not limited to, tap fittings and tap readjustments.  
Failure to meet the above criteria may incur an additional call back fee or  
become a delivery only service. 

Please note:  
Electrolux offer a delivery only service for built-in and integrated dishwashers.  
For more information please contact Electrolux customer care, 13 13 49.
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Freestanding dishwasher   
Disconnect / reconnect and/ or changeovers

UNILUX ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE IN LEADING STORES OR ONLINE AT SHOP.UNILUXACCESSORIES.COM.AU

Anti-flood inlet Hose - ULX105
A 1.5m hose with a mechanical auto cut-off.  
Suits any dishwasher where flood protection is not included.

Drain Hose - ULX106
A 2.6m drain hose that suits any dishwasher with a 20mm hose diameter.

Inlet Hose - ULX107 
A 2m inlet hose that suits any dishwasher with a 20mm hose diameter.

Replacement Cutlery Basket - ULX201
Ideal for extra cleaning capacity at busy times.  
Suits most 40-60cm dishwashers.
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